In addition to concert and series promotion (which includes the weekly Leftover Daylight Series, Fridays at the Arraymusic Studio, and the NOW Series, Sundays at the NOW Lounge), AIMToronto is committed to developing creative improvisation in Toronto through educational initiatives. This endeavour includes: -a partnership with AIMToronto member Victor Bateman's long-standing, periodic six-week improvisation workshops; -workshops with visiting artists in conjunction with Interface Series; -an improvisation workshop with Humber College students at their request; -bi-weekly workshops led by various local musicians in association with the NOW Series.
Also, in an attempt to increase the degree of communication and exchange between the Board of Directors and the ever-growing membership-at-large, the Volunteer Work Group was inaugurated in early 2006 under the leadership of newly appointed volunteer co-ordinator, Scott Thomson. The goal of the Volunteer Work Group is to increase the organizational and executive involvement of its diverse membership as AIMToronto continues to grow. Nick Fraser: Our organization is artist-run out of necessity because nobody in Toronto is going to step up to the plate. Nobody who runs a festival will do it. There's no significant press. These are problems we're trying to solve by saying that this music is happening all the time and it's of a high quality. Since there's no-one else saying this, the job falls to us.
Rob Clutton:
There was a time when Ron Gaskin did program a series during the Toronto Jazz Festival called "What Next" that was amazing. It was at the Rivoli and every day during the festival you could hear visiting creative musicians, often with a local band opening. That was maybe 1993 to 1996. Eventually, the festival started giving him less money and he got increasingly frustrated before, ultimately, the series was cancelled.
Joe Sorbara: I came here in 1996 and I was living up at York University. I was desperate to find creative music. It was very difficult even to find out what was going on. [Bass clarinetist] Ronda Rindone would have been running her series at the Idler Pub during those years and I had no idea that it existed until it was finished. I was trying to find stuff but it was really hard to figure out where the music was taking place.
Ellen Waterman: Did the Music Gallery play any role in supporting improvised music?
Nick Fraser: I've been living in Toronto for ten years now and I've had two paying gigs at the Music Gallery. I've had a few other gigs where I, in essence, rented the space. I quickly gave up on that because I couldn't afford it and I found that it didn't do much for me. Nick Fraser: That's true. I played with them a few times and I went to hear them. They didn't know me from Adam but I heard that if you gave Paul a call, you could play with them so I did. Those were probably my first improvising gigs in Toronto.
Scott Thomson: But the association between CCMC and the Music Gallery is mostly historical these days.
Nick Fraser: When we were discussing the formation of AIMToronto, I remember Ron Samworth said that when he was a growing up in Vancouver during the eighties, the NOW organization presented an alternative path for him. That way, his musical education included the world of artist-run organizations for creative music. It wasn't simply the option of going to school to become a jazz guitar player, work on cruise ships, teach guitar and play part-time gigs in bars. There was this infrastructure there that allowed for creative music in an organized setting which has been absent here, I think. Young musicians need to know that this exists. One of the things that I was hoping would happen, and it hasn't happened yet, is that local improvised music gigs would become viable gigs rather than, "Well, I'm playing at the Tranzac on Tuesday and I hope to make $12 or I'm playing at Array on Friday and I hope to make $6." This can be achieved either through funding or through increased awareness and increased attendance. Making this music a viable part of the Toronto music scene in general is a priority. Ken Aldcroft: Due to financial limitations, we can't choose who our Interface guests will be. I'm looking forward to a time when we can afford to choose four Interface guests each year, and then continue to book all of the stuff that happens to come up in between.
Rob Clutton: We haven't had many American musicians yet. There's just been Reuben Radding.
Joe Sorbara: That's also a political issue. The Dutch guys had government funding so that they could be here for three nights. Not only did they get government funding, but we also got Dutch Embassy funding to advertise their concerts. We get money here to a degree. I haven't seen any of it yet, but some Canadian musicians are funded by the government. I pray that they continue to be. However, in the States, it's quite different. They can come here for one night and, for example, a lot of players from Chicago have been through lately to do one-night things. Due to these circumstances, they need to make money from the gig.
Nick Fraser: I think another challenge has been that, even though there are many artists whose activities fall under the umbrella of AIMToronto, it's still a very small community. There are also some political, thorny issues around what we are trying to do and how it's being perceived. It gets painted as "those guys are doing that thing" when, if you talk about it with any of us, I hope it's immediately clear that we want it to be much more than that. We want to provide a sense of cohesion for all of our members' activities. Whether it's successful or not remains to be seen, but I think there's still a feeling in some parts of the community that what we're doing doesn't relate to them. They don't realize that what they're already doing is already a part of it, as far as we're concerned.
Scott Thomson:
By introducing the Volunteer Work Group, which started in January 2006, I was trying to imagine a way to include people who may feel excluded otherwise. We were in the midst of the transition from having Rob Clutton to having Rob Piilonen on the Board, and there were all of these people who expressed interest in Board membership, and it seemed like a shame to include only one of them. We decided before Rob Clutton's resignation that we didn't want to expand the Board beyond five due to the logistics of negotiating busy schedules for meetings or otherwise, but we had all of these people with energy to invest into the organization, good ideas, and skills, and I thought what a shame it is to appoint only one of them. I started this Volunteer Work Group not only for these Board candidates, but also any of the now-120-plus members. It should be pointed out, though, that they are members nominally; their membership doesn't carry with it any particular privileges or obligations; they aren't paying to be members so their membership is basically just an expression of solidarity. But I thought that if this solidarity extends beyond simply putting their name on the website and being called for a couple of gigs now and then, that they would respond to the call to come out to a meeting that says, explicitly, "We want to know what you think about AIMToronto. We want you to give us your input about how to improve things. We also want you to take on tasks to make it a better organization." I've been resisting feeling crestfallen that the attendance at these meetings has been so poor. Two or three people have been coming out, and it's been productive, though nowhere near as productive as I'd originally hoped. To me, what that says is that there are people who are willing to be critical, however they position themselves, but when they don't respond to a direct invitation --and I hope it's been direct enough and that I haven't been putting up any barriers without knowing it --then I'm not exactly sure how else to address their criticism. I still feel very strongly about what we're trying to do and, even if it does strike some people as being a somewhat closed scene, we ultimately have to make certain decisions in order to be sustainable.
Ken Aldcroft:
In the history of this Board, there's always been an open debate about how to include as many people as we can and, in my mind, we've tried to set up a situation where anyone who wants to get involved can do so. As a Board, we can't spend too much energy worrying about that kind of attitude. When we book special events, it's always someone different on the Board who does the programming. That way, each Board member's slightly different perspective is reflected in what we organize. If any of us are confronting someone for whom it's only about getting a gig, then each of us has the option to include that person if we want. If people think that we're not being inclusive, then they should pick up the phone, or email me, or come out to some concerts and they'll find out that that's not the case.
Joe Sorbara: The main thing is to come out to the concerts. Come, listen to some music, and introduce yourself. I realize that I don't go to a ton of gigs, and that other people have lives that get in the way. However, for me --and I think when people use the word "community" they don'
t always think about what it
Critical Studies in Improvisation / Études critiques en improvisation, Vol 2, No 1 (2006) actually means --it's really about a community of people. Why else would we be here? We're not making any money. We all enjoy making this music so we may as well make it with people who are invested in what we're doing. I'm interested in making music with new people for the purpose of including those people in the community. So, for them to come out and make music once and then disappear, that's fine, but it's difficult to justify including such people in a special event when there are only so many slots to fill. There are so many people who come out almost every week who deserve the gig more.
Scott Thomson: I've been disappointed by the attendance at the Interface Series, particularly the Achim Kaufmann, Michael Moore, Wolter Wierbos, Dylan Van der Schyff event. We had tons of advertising: fancy handbills, radio advertising, print advertising. We couldn't get any more people out to that event than to any other event. What was it? Ten or twelve people a night? And those were really heavy players! As we tend to think after events are not well-attended, I thought, "Where's our membership? I thought the membership is interested in this music." We've tried to eliminate as many barriers as we can. We've introduced a pay-whatyou-can night one out of the three nights of the Interface in case cost is the issue. However, I always wonder what barriers we're throwing up without even knowing it. Is it the cost? Is it the venue? Is it the programming? Is it the fact that we're an all-male Board? It could be any number of things. I feel that it's crucial to think these and other possibilities through. And yet, if we keep thinking and thinking and thinking, then nothing gets done. No concerts get booked. At a certain point, we have to say, "Okay, what we're doing is valid. We've just got to plow on through and get things done."
Nick Fraser: Yes: "This is who we are and this is what we are doing."
Joe Sorbara: I worry about how much we include ourselves in our events. I've come to what feels like a fair resolution that I'm here every Friday night and I'm not playing anywhere else so I'll give myself a gig every couple of times. We're putting in lots of volunteer work and none of us would be doing this if such an organization existed already. We're all musicians, first and foremost, so we need to help ourselves in that regard. But that's the one thing among the things that Scott listed that concerns me most. If there's a perception that AIMToronto is "the thing that those guys are doing," then is that the reason why? Even if that is the case, I don't see how it could be otherwise. I'm not interested in putting on a weekly concert series and never playing. You also have to look at our exemplars. If you look at what's happening in Vancouver, those guys are playing at the things that they are organizing.
Rob Clutton: Our inspiration for starting AIMToronto was NOW in Vancouver. That's a very specific organization. There are a few non-profit organizations in Vancouver that are for specific groups that are more-or-less closed. They do workshops and things in the community but they don't try to serve everybody. What we're doing is actually quite different.
Scott Thomson: Still, there's an ethic of improvisation that at least invites the idea of openness. As I said before, it creates the potential to play with anyone. There remains this two-sided view where, on the one hand, the music itself motivates me to be as inclusive as possible while, on the other hand, at a certain point, the organization becomes a closed thing simply by virtue of it existing and functioning.
Nick Fraser: This is part of the problem of being inclusive in the programming of the Interface Series. There's a danger that, by trying to be inclusive, you encourage mediocrity. By being somewhat exclusive, you're getting the best players. I don't want to put on mediocre concerts. I don't want people to come from elsewhere with the explicit purpose to show them how great the Toronto scene is and for that not to happen. I want the music to be great.
Rob Clutton: I have reservations about the notion of "mediocrity," as well as the suggestion that local players have all gotten better, because I have questions about what "better" is in improvised music. I think the scene has gotten better, for sure. I don't even know if I've gotten any better over the last ten years! In terms of being an improviser in the pure sense of existing and relating to other people, I'm not sure that it's about getting "better."
Joe Sorbara: I think you can learn how to relate to other people better.
Ken Aldcroft: It has to do with experience, but those issues point to the importance of the work in between the Interfaces. Simply having four events a year and having twenty people play at them doesn't really benefit the scene in terms of helping the development of young and inexperienced players. The work in between, the Leftover Daylight Series, the NOW Series, the Tranzac, doing outreach so that every three months there are maybe new players peaking and we can justify including them in the Interface so there's less a risk that those concerts will be mediocre.
Scott Thomson:
If somebody with thirty years' experience as an international improviser were to come to Toronto, someone like, say, Evan Parker, then I'm curious to know how that would influence our booking. Would we try to book "the cream of the crop," so to speak, or would we try to achieve a balance with the inclusion of less experienced players? I think this is something that we experience on a case-by-case basis. I don't think it's something that we can necessarily answer right now because we'd be dealing with a whole bunch of issues including how to promote such an event, how to pay for this great player from abroad, and how to give him, as Nick said, the best musical experience based on our own aesthetic choices.
Ken Aldcroft:
The great thing is that we're actively discussing it, that it's open to debate. Who are we booking and why? Who are we responsible to? As long as we keep having these discussions then, given our varied experiences with different segments of the local scene, we'll be getting the feedback by which to answer these questions. Critical Studies in Improvisation / Études critiques en improvisation, Vol 2, No 1 (2006) 
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